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August 12th 2015:David Morgan Saving Jr Gold Producers
Dudley Baker Touts Gold and Mike Skerry Invests in SHGT
In this episode of The Ellis Martin report David Morgan reveals
a new technology to portably mill gold on a mine site freeing
up potential cash. Dudley Baker and Ellis Martin spar about
the viability of $900-$1000/ounce gold and investor Micheal
Skerry discusses why he is a firm believer in Success Holding
Group International (SHGT) and why he believes it's a
potentially rewarding investment opportunity.
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Featured Guests
Dudley Baker--Common Stock Warrants
Dudley Baker is am the founder and editor of Common Stock Warrants and its
predecessor, Precious Metals Warrants and a 1967 graduate of St. Mary’s University in
San Antonio, Texas with a major in accounting. He brings a different background to the
investment community. After graduating in 1967 dudley went directly to work for the
Internal Revenue Service. I was an IRS Agent, Team Coordinator (lead agent), heading
up the audits on the largest corporations in the world. In March 2005, he founded and
launched Precious Metals Warrants. This investment Market Data Service, provided
the detail on all mining and energy company Warrants trading on the U.S. and
Canadian Exchanges. As an investor
Read more

David Morgan
A precious metals aficionado armed with degrees in finance and engineering, he
created TheMorganReport.com website and originated The Morgan Report, a monthly
that covers economic news, overall financial health of the global economy, currency
problems, and the key reasons for investing in the Resource Sector. David considers
himself a big-picture macroeconomist whose main job is education—educating
people about honest money and the benefits of a sound financial system.
Read more

Guest Image

Micheal Skerry for SHGT
Success Holding Group International is among Asia’s leading providers of selfimprovement products and programs. Led by China’s foremost motivational speaker
and marketer, Steve Chen, SHGT has established an umbrella organization acquiring
rapidly growing companies in the self-help, inspirational and health drink sectors.
Among these is a company producing and marketing personal improvement
seminars featuring Mr. Chen, another entity marketing inspirational short films for payper-view online audiences worldwide, and a third business marketing China’s only
health drink made from black rice. In its first nine months of operations as a public
entity, ended March 31, 2015, SHGT had revenues of
Read more
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